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FOREWORD
This final reportdescribesanalyticaland experimentalwork
conductedto identifythe mechanismsgoverningReactiveStreamSeparation
(RSS)and to developtechniquesfor predictingits occurrence. RSS is a
combustioninducedphenomenonthat resultsin striationof hypergolic
propellantoxidizerand fuel spraysfans. This reducedintra-element
mixing(comparedto the well-mixeddistributiondevelopedin a non-reacting
cold flow case) can influencethrustchamberperformance,heat transfer,and
stability. The activitywas performedby AerojetLiquidRocketCompanyon
ContractNAS 9-14186,under the directionof Merlyn Lausten,NASA/JSC
ProjectManager. AerojetpersonnelincludedL. B. Bassham,ProgramManager, !
D. L. Kors, ProjectManagerand B. R. Lawver,ProjectEngineer. J. W. Salmon J
I,also servedas ALRC ProgramManager,commencingin Januaryof 1978. The
followingindividualsalso contributedsignificantlyto the successof the l_-
program: !
1
;,,.. Paul Lloyd Test Engineering 1
ArnoldKeller Test Engineering I
Duane Robertson Test Instrumentation
Cliff Thompson CombustorDesign 1"
Lee Lang CombustorDesign _
t
Gene Hron Fabrication _i
• Judy Schneider Data Analysis I
Dick Walker Data Analysis. i I
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ABSTRACT
An experimentaland analyticalprogramwas conductedto developan
understandingof the mechanismscontrollinghypergolicpropellantreactive
streamseparation(RSS). RSS is a combustioninducedphenomenonthat results
in striationof hypergolicpropellantoxidizerand fuel spraysfans. Thist
reducedintra-elementmixing (comparedto the well-mixeddistributiondevelopeJ
) in a non-reacting cold flow case) can influence thrust chamber performance,
heat transfer, and stability. Th: program end product was development of design
criteria for coping with RSSto allow the design of high performing, stable
injectors. RSSmechanisms were identified using high speed color photography to
observe reactive stream mixing of single element injectors tested with N204/ !
_IH, N204/A-50, and N204/N2H4 propellants. Three hundred and fifty six tests
.. were run over a chamberpressurerange of 60-1000psia, a fuel temperaturerange
of 55°F-300°F,and a fuel velocityrange of 30-200ft/sec. This wide parametric
characterizationincludedmodelingof the Space ShuttleOrbitalManeuvering
System (OMS)and ReactionControlSystem (RCS)engineinjectors.
Tests were conductedusing five differentconventionallymachinedunlike
doubletelementsand two tripletelements, Also, three plateletelementswere
• tested. Plateletinjectorsare fabricatedby bondingtogethera stack of thin j
[metal sheetswhich have etchedflow passages, A simulationof the Space Shuttle/
RCS engine injectorelementwas includedin the unlikedoubletsand a simulation
of the Space Shuttle/OMSengineplateletlike-on-likedoubletinjectorelement
: was includedin the plateletinjectors.
The singleelementfiringswere conductedin a speciallyconstructed
chamberfittedwith quartzwindowsfor photographicallyviewingthe
impingementspray field. Analysisof the film identifiedthe occurenceof
reactivestreamseparationas evidencedby non-unifom spray fields.
ix
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ABSTRACT(cont.)
Distinctregionsof mixing and separationwere identifiedand correlatedfor
each of the injectorstested. Color photographsof the combustionphenomena
are included. Finally,a workingmodel was developedthat correlatesRSS as
a functionof a fuelvaporizationrate controlparameter.
The most importantdesign criteriaderivedfrom thiswork states
that: "theelementshouldbe designedto avoid transitionbetweenmixed
and separateomodes within the engineoperationalenvelope".
\
X ";
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I. SUMMARY
The objectiveof this programwas to developan understandingof the
mechanismscontrollinghypergolicpropellantreactivestreamseparation(RSS).
RSS is a combustioninducedphenomenonthat resultsin striationof hvrc--_lic
propellantoxidizerand fuel spraysfans. This reducedintra-elemc_.,lixin
(comparedto thewell-mixeddistributiondevelopedin a non-reactingcold
flow case) can influencethrustchamberperformance,heat transfer,and
stability. The programend productwas developmentof desisncriteriafor
copingwith RSS to allow the designof high performingstableinjectors.
This objectivewas accomplishedthroughhigh speed color photographyand
analysis¢,fsingleelementinjectortests using N204/MMH,N204/A-50,and
N204/N2H4 propellants. Three h_,ndredand fifty six tests were run over a
chamberpressurerange of 60-I000psia, a fuel temperaturerange of 55°F-
300°F,and a fuel velocityrange of 30-200 ft/sec. This wide parametric
characterizationincludedmodelingof the Space ShuttleOrbitalManeuvering
System(OMS)and ReactionControlSystem (RCS)engineinjectors.
_ Tests were conductedusing five differentconventionallymachined
unlikedoubletinjectorsand two tripletelements. Also,'threeplatelet
injectorselementswere tested. Plateletinjectorsare fabricatedby
bondingtogethera stack of thin meta_ sheetswhich have etched flow passages.
_ A simulationof the Space Shuttle/RCSinjectorwas includedin the unlike
doubletsand a simulationof the Space Shuttle/OMSengineplateletlike-on-
like doubletinjector(T-LOL)was includedin the plateletinjectors.
The hot firingswere conductedin a speciallyconstructedchamber
fittedwith quartzwindowsfor photographicallyviewingthe impingementspray
field. Analysisof the film identifiedthe occurrenceof reactivestream •
s_parationas evidencedby non-uniformspray fields. Fourmodes of impingement
were identifiedfrom the film; Penetration,Mixing,Mix/Separateand Separation. _:
. Penetrationoccursat low injectionvelocity(lessthan 50 ft/sec),low fdel
temperatures(below70°F)and low chamberpressure(less than lO0 psia) and
i
r_
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I, Summary(cont.)
is evidencedby "sheot-through"of the fuel and oxidizer. Penetrationhas
been reportedin earliercold flowwork and was also observedon this program
using propellantsimulantsas well as reactivestreams. Penetrationis a
consequenceof the non-reactivemomentumexchangemixing process. Mixing is
observedat moderateinjectionvelocities(50-100ft/sec),moderatefuel
temperatures(70-90°F)and moderatechamberpressures(I00-200psia). It is
evidencedby a highlyuniformspray field which looks similarto a non-reactive
spray field. Mix/Separateoccursat the onset of RSS. It is evidencedby a
slightlynon-uniformspray field. Separationis observedat higher injection
veloc;_ies(greaterthan lO0 ft/sec),higherfuel temperature(greaterthan
gO°F),and higherchamberpressures(greaterthan 200 psia), it is evidenced
by highlynon-uniformspray fieldsin which distinctregioFtsof unmixedfuel
and oxidizerexist.
Distinctregionsof mixing and separationwere identifiedand corre-
latedfor each of the injectorstested. It was found that regimesof RSS
" with the coherentstreamtypes of injector(i.e.,the unlikedoubletsand
triplets)are all correlatedby the equation;
Pc : 4.4 x lO8 (REF)"I'5 Equation(1)
where:
REF : Fuel OrificeReynoldsNumber.
Mixingoccursat chamberpressureslessthan that specifiedby Equation(1)
and separationr_ccur._at greaterchamberpr_ sures. Regimesof RSS with the
self-atomizingplatelettypes of Injecters(i.e.,the etched flow passages
createmechanicaljet atomizationfor a singleelement)are correlatedby:
1979019153-012
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I, Summary(cont.)
? •
Pc : 1272 (REF)"0'24 (XDT& SplashPlate) Equation(2a) _
i
Pc = 839 (REF)-0"24 (TLOL). Equation(2b) _ _
Again mixingoccursat chamberpressuresbelowthis value and separationoccurs _ _
at pressuresgreaterthan this. The fuel Reynola'snumber (REF)successfully _/
correlatedRSS becausefuel vaporizationwas identifiedas the combustionrate
limitingmechanismf_ the propellantc_mbinationstested. _-
Injectordesigncriteriawere developedand are includedas AppendixA
of this report. The most importantdesigncriteriaderivedfrom this workp
.. statesthat, "transitionsfrom regimesof mixingto separationand vice-
versa shouldbe avoidedwithin the engineoperationalenvelope" If an
elementcan not be made to operateentirelywithin the nlixingregime the_
_ it is betterto redesignthe elementsuch that it operatesentirelywithin
" the separationregime. The reasonfor this designapproachis to create
relativelyconstantcombustionresponseto allowoptimumdesignof injector/
chamberperformance,heat transfer,and stabilitycharacteristics.Coherent
jet RSS was shown to be a strongfunctionof the operatingchamberpressure.
The self-atomizingelementstend to operatepredominatelyin the separatedmode
for most practicalapplicationsand are relativelyinsensitiveto chamber
pressurechange. They are thereforeideal for engineswhich must operateover
wide Pc-MR ranges.
Testingwith the Space Shuttl¢/RCSunlikedoubletidentifiednon-
reactiveoff-momentumeffectsthat can alsomod,fy spray mixing uniformity
with unlikedoublets. These resultsshow thatelememtsthat are insensitive _
to momentumchangessuch as the tripletor pentadare preferableto unlike _,.;
" doubletsfor enginesthatmust operateov.:ra wide mixtureratio range. -_
!
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II. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this program was to develop an understanding of the
mechanisms controlling hypergolic propellant reactive stream separation
(RSS}. The program end product was development of design criteria for
coping with RSS to allow the design of high performing stable injectors.
Hypergolic earth-storeable N204/Amine propellants have been historically
used for a wide range of liquid propulsion system applications. They are used
on the first, second and third stages of the Titan II anH Titan III launch vehicle.
Also, they have been the neaF exclusive choice for reaction control and orbital I'
maneuvering systems with low to moderate _V requirements (e.g., Apollo and Space _'I
Shuttle). These propellants are highly reactive and can experience reactive
2
stream separation (RSS) (i.e., blowapart) which can inhibit in=ra-element mixing '_
hence reducing the overall spray mixture ratio and mass distribution. Modifications ;_
of the spray uniformity can result in altered combustion efficiency, gas-side heat
transfer coefficient, and stability. It is imperative that the RSS phenomena •
be understood so that the designer of today's high efficiency engines can cope
_:• with its effects.
Several studies (References 1-17) have been conducted over the past
decade in an effort to understand the RSS phenomena, identify operational
L limits of RSS, and develop design criteria for its avoidance. Several RSS
models were postulated but none were able to account for all of the experimental i
_ data. Also conflicting data were reported due to problems of definition
" and problems of experimental limitation.
This study was undertaken to; clarify some of the previous studies;
to provide a consistent set of data for the identification of mechanisms
responsible for RSS and; to map RSS regimes for a wide range of injector
< elements including Space Shuttle applications. The injector elements and
_. the range of parameters tested are summarized in Table I. A more detailed
,. data summary is included in Appendix B.
4
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%II, Introduction(cont.)
Fuel vaporizationrate controlledcombustionwas identifiedas the RSS
governingmechanismand was used to developan RSS model. RSS operatinglimits
i were definedfor all of the injectorelementslistedin Table I.
i Injectordesigncriteriawere developedand are includedas AppendixA
of this report. The primaryelementdesigncriteriastatesthat the elements
' shouldbe designedto avoid transitionsbetweenmixed and separatedmodes
withinthe engineoperatingPc-;_Rrange. The elementdesigncriteriaprovides
! the necessarydata requiredto meet this goal.
The technologydevelopedon this programhas been used to aid the
developmentof the Space ShuttleOrbitalManueveringSystem (SS/OMS)engine,
the developmentof an advancedinjectorduring the ImprovedTranstageInjector
Program(ITIP),and to characterizethe Space ShuttleReactionControlSystem
(SS/RCS)engine injectorelement. The study resultsare also applicableto
futuresystem_ particularlythose utilizingearth storablehypergolicpropellants.
6
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III. TECHNICALAPPROACH
The objective of this program was to develop an understanding of the
mechanisms controlling hypergolic propellant RSS. Design criteria for coping
with RSS to allow the design of high performing stable injectors would
be developed with that understanding. The approach taken wa_ to clarify
some of the previous studies to provide a consistent set of data for the
identification of mechanisms responsible for RSS, and to map RSS regimes for
a wide range of injector elements that included Space Shuttle engine
applications. Clarification of the previous studies was accomplished through
an evaluation of the data and RSS models found in the literature. These
results were used to initiate an iterative model development/test program as
si_own in Figure I.
The program was incrementally funded as indicated in Figure 2.
Spreading the funding over a four year period has proven to be a cost effective
way to develop this technology. Sufficient time was available to thoroughly
assess the data, apply the results to engine development problems, and get
feedback for program direction, as illustrated in Figure I. This work was
especially instrumental in the successful development of the Space Shuttle/
OMSengine platelet injector.
The inter-relationship of each task toward developn_nt of the program
final vaporization controlled RSS model is shown in Figure 3. The Task I
objectives were to; critique all existing models relating to RSS, review
and summarize all associated RSS data, and formulate updated RSS model based
on existing data. The results of this work are documented in Reference 18.
The Task II objective was to prepare a detailed program plan, i.e.,
to formulate a detailed method of approach to be taken for model testing
and verification in subsequent tasks. This work is documented in
Reference 19.
i
, !
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!I PROPOSAL /
I MODEL I
I EFFORT I
L _J
MODEL I
_w,o_T,O.I-_o_ _-_
USE MODEL
TO DEFd _E ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
EXPERIMENTS PROGRAMS
FOR MECHANISM • SS/OMS
. VERIFICATION • ITIP
' • HOT FIRE TEST
• DATA ANALYSIS
I
_ MODEL
- RE-EVALUATION
Figure I. RSS Model Development Approach
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; III, Technical Approach (cont.) (
i
I
The Task Ill objectives were to define the mechanisms governing RSS, i. i
establish limits for RSS and to define appropriate models. The work
included; design, fabrication and testing of two single element unlike Ii
doublet injectors, incorporation of high speed photographic techniques i
for visual propellant stream characterization, and correlation of RSS
with various independent test variables. The results of the Task III work lit@
are documented in Reference 20. I_
The Task IV objectives were to; establish operating limits for RSS !
for other injector types, and verify mechanisms governing RSS and the
appropriate physical models resulting from the Task III work. The Task IV
effort included the design, fabrication and testing of triplet and self-
atomizing platelet injectors. The term "self-atomizing" as used here means
t
that a single propellant provides the atomization, either by self impinge-
ment or by impingement with a surface. This work is documented in Reference
21.
The objective of Task V was to review all available reactive stream
separation data and develop a more comprehensive RSS model. This model
effort was directed toward definition of mixed and separated zones which
can be related to injector element design and operating parameters. The
output of this task was used to select operating conditions to be tested
' in Task VII, the final model verification tests.
The objective of Task Vl was to design and fabricate two flight type io
I
injectors. A sharp-edged unlike doublet and the Space Shuttle/RCS unlike "
doublet element were selected. Each of the injectors incorporated indepen-
dently manifolded elements so that two different single element designs
were built within each of the injector bodies. In addition, a previously
designed and fabricated platelet like doublet element (TLOL), which dupli-
: II :
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III, Technical Approach (cont.)
cates the SS/OMS engine core element design was made available for Task VII
testing. The results of Task V and VI are documented in Reference 22.
The Task Vll objectives were to define regimes of RSS for the flight
type injector elements fabricated in Task VI. Testing included the sharp-
edged unlike doublet, the Space Shuttle/RCS unlike doublet, the Space
Shuttle/OMS platelet TLOL, and the rounded inlet unlike doublet. Both
MMHand N2H4 fuels were tested. The results of this work are included
herein.
The Task VIII objective was to prepare an element design criteria
for coping with the effects of RSS. The design criteria are included as
Appendix A.
12
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-. IV. RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS
A. RESULTS
Regimes of RSS were identified for the following coherent
jet and self-atomizing impingement type injector elements using high
speed col or photography;
° Unlike Doublet
° Rounded Inlet Long L/D (L/D : 12)Coherent Jet
Elements ° Sharp Edged Short L/D (L/D = 5)
° Space Shuttle/RCS (L/D : I0)
° Fuel-Oxidizer-Fuel Triple_
° X-Doublet Platelet
Self-Atomizing o Splash Plate Plate!et
Elements o Space Shuttle/OMS Like-on-Like Doublet
Platelet
Vaporization controlled combustion has been identified as the
mechanism controlling RSS with both coherent and self-atomizing injector
elements. Data correlations for coherent jet elements made on the basis
of a vaporization controlled RSS model show that regimes of RSS are
correlated with chamber pressure and the fuel orifice Reynolds Number as
shown in Figure 4. The fuel orifice Reynolds Number correlates RSS because
fuel vaporization is combustion rate controlling for the N204/Amine fuels
: propellant combinations. The Reynolds number includes the design
parameters that have a first order influence on vaporizing rate. The chamber
pressure exhibits the strongest influence on RSS, increasing chamber pressure
promotes RSS. Orifice diameter, injection velocity and propellant temperature
effects are correlated with the"fuel orifice Reynolds Number. Increasing
anyone of these promotes RSS. Self-atomizing elements experience RSS at
lower pressure and show less of a Reynolds Number dependence than the coherent
jets as shown in Figure 5.
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lO00 _ _ INJECTOR ID
ELEMENTS NO. FUELS
ROUNDEDINLET 1,2 _!MH,A-50, N2H4
UNLIKEDOUBLET I,
F-O-F TRIPLET 3,4 MMH i+ _+_ SHARP EDGED 5,6 MMH, N2H4UNLIKEDOUBLET J
0 + SS/RCSUNLIKE 7,8 MMH I0 _ DOUBLET
4 +o
-- 0 O _ -*4W-*
" _ 1oo
_ +
: _ 0
_'-_
= 4.4 x 10@(R£_)"1"5
0 MIX
' _' MIX/SEP
 SEP
103 104 lO5 lO6
_UELORIFICE REYNOLDSNUMBER, REF
Figure4. VaporizationModel CorrelatesRSS for Coherent
Stream ImpingementInjectorElements
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IV, Results and Conclusions (cont)
B. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclus" ,r: are drawn from this work.
I. The single cl,':_< : hot fire investigation technique has
orovided _n e_ cccive, low-¢o_, e_proach for understanding the earth-storable
hypergolic propelant combus_])n process.
I
2. Photographic coverage of single element combustion has been i!
verified as a valuable process understanding technique, i
/
3. RSS is a consequence of vaporization controlled combustion
at the impingement interface.
4, RSS regimes are defined by the chamber pressure and fuel
:,.. orifice Reynolds Number for a wide range of injector elements.
5. Operation in RSS transition regimes should be avoided if
the spray mass and mixture ratio distributions are to be controlled.
6. RSS technology has benefited storable engine development.
' 7. Non-hypergolic impingement may experience RSS since vapori-
zation is the controlling mechanism.
t
16
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V. APPLICATIONOF RESULTSANDRECOMMENDATIONS
A. APPLICATIONOF RESULTS
The application of the results of this program can be groupe?
under three headings; I) development of RSSdesign criteria anJ high speed
color photography techniques for hypergolic propellants, 2) application
of these techniques on current hypergolic propellant technology and development
programs, and 3) application of these techniques to advanced systems utilizing
other propellant combinations.
I. Hypergolic Prope,lant RSSModels and Techniques
The primary result of this program is the development of
design criteria for coping with RSSexperienced with hypergolic N204/Amine
propellants. These design criteria provide g,'idelines for the design of
high performing stable injectors. Criteria for both coherent stream and
atomized spray impingement type of injector elements are included. (See
Appendix A).
A secondary bet important result of :his program is the
development of high speed color photography techniques for observing single
element injector combustion. RSSdesign criteria could not have been
developed without these techniques. The high speed color photography is
applicable to both single and multiple element injector combustion tests.
2, Application to CurrentPrograms
These photographictechniqueswere used on the Acoustic
CavityTechnologyfor High PerformanceInjectorProgram (Ref.23), Contract
NAS 9-14232,to 3bservecavity/injectorpatterninteractions. The under-
standinggainedhas a;ded the developmentof stabilitypredictionmodels
at the AerojetLiquidRocketCompany.
17
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V, A Application of Results (cont.)
The technology and techniques developed on this program
were used on the Space Shutt!e/OHS engine injector develop,_lent program
(Ref. 24) to solve an injector related "resurge" stability problem. A
high frequency "resurge" instability persisted despite numerous design
modifications. Analysis of O:.ISand OMEtechnology test results indicated
that "resurge" instability involved chamber acoustics, i_;jector hydraulics,
and the cnmbu_tion process. The first order stability influencing parameters
were found to be the injector element design, the injector rinQ manifold and
o;'if_ce hydraulics and the chamber acoustic cavit;- cor:figuratior..
ALRC combustior stability models were used to evaluate
injector designs to predict differences in their stability characteristics.
Their predicted stability behavior were then compared to the experimr.entally
known behavior to identify the probable mechanisms and appropriate design
parameters which might account for the stability differences. The following
:-: parameters were identified as stabilizing influences and consequently
selected for element design criteria:
o Element hydraulic inertance
o Unlike impingement height
o Atomization
o Element ,.ind pattern mixing rate
o Energy Release Efficiency (ERE) vs chamber length
profi I e.
Understanding of these combustion parameters was accomplished
through the use of uni-el_ment and multi-element _ubscale injectors. Uni-
element injector cold flow tests were conducted to characterize the element
and spray hydraulics to determine the spray fan geometry, the unlike impinge-
ment height, the relative atomization distribution, and the element pre_-
sure drop. The more promising uni-element designs were hot fire tested in
•w
18 i"
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iV, A, Application of Results (cont.)
the photograohic chamber designed and fabricated on this program to compare
element spray combustion rates and sensitivity. Hot fire characterization
was achieved through:
I. Analysis of high speed movies using techniques developed
on this contract to identify the influence of design parameters and operating
conditions on relative spray mixing and "blowapart". 4
2. MeasureMent of C* performance used to quantify spray '
r.lixinginfluenc_s.
v
3. Perturbation of the element sprays with a shock tube
to measure their high frequency combustion pressure response.
The fundamental understanding of the combustion process
_=" gained from the subscale tests was used to synthesize three fullscale platelet
injector patterns for dynamic combustion stability demonstration. Na
evidence of "resurge" instability was encountered on any of the three full
scale platelet injectors. Furthermore, all delivered acceptable performance
and demonstrated that it is not necessary to sacrifice p_rformance to improve
stability characteristics. Good chamber compatibility was also achieved.
The transverse like-on-like (TLOL) platelet injector elen,ent
was selected for the OFISengine as a result of the subscale program. The
spray mass and mixture ratio distributions produced by this element were
found to be insensitive to engine operating point which permits greater
predictability of performance, cumpatibility and stability. The TLOL
?
nl et element OMS injector pattern design has in fact demonstrated
good performance, excellent combustion stability and excellent chamber ,
compatibility. The O_S engine is the first manrated engine to be flight '
i
qualified to the rigid CPIA 247 stability specification. _.
J
.,j! '.
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IV, A, Application of Results (cont.) I"
I
I
The Space Shuttle/RCS engine injector element was photo- i_
graphically characterized over its full chamber pressure/mixture ratio
operating range. This element was observed to be extremely sensitive to l
operating condition not only from an RSS standpoint but also from a stream I_
momentum balance standpoint. These photos have aided understanding of the {
SS/RCS engine performance and compatibility. I:
,
3. Application to Future Systems i_
I
The photographic techniques developed on this program can
be used to establish an understanding of combustion phenomena associated
with any fuels and injectors. The fuel vaporization rate controlled RSS model :.
developed during the program is currently being extended to hydrocarbon
fuels on the Photographic Combustion Characterization of LOX/Hydrocarbon
Type Propellants Program, Contract NAS 9-15724. This investigation will also
utilize single element photography to gain understanding of combustion
_-- processes.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations ar_ made on the basis of the
program results.
I. The RSS criteria should be incorporated into the JANNAF
standardizeJ performance computer programs to warn the designer of ,
operation within RSS regimes.
2. The photographic techniques should be used to define
combustion mechanisms with fuels for prospective new engines.
20
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JVl. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
I
, A. EXPERIMENTALHARDWAREAND TEST SETUP
I. Test Apparatus
: The test apparatus consists of a test chamber equipped
• with transparent viewing ports and removable injectors and nozzles as
shown in Figure 6. The test chamber and an unlike,doublet injector were
designed and fabricated during the lask Ill effort. Two triplet and two
platelet injector elements were designed and fabricated during the _-
Task IV effort. Two sharp-edged unlike doublet elements and two Space
Shuttle/RCS unlike doublet elements were designed and fabricated during
T(sk V and VI.
a. Test Chamber
The test chamber was machined from a 4-inch square
x 6-inch long block of 304 CRES. The combustion chamber section is 4
inches (lO.16 cm) long, to which a 2 in. (5.08 cm) L* spacer is bolted to
increase the cohibustionzone length to 6 inches (15.2 cm). The block was
bored to provide a 2.75 inch (6.99 cm) diameter combustion chamber. Four
circular quartz windows were provided to facilitate photography and to
allow flexibility in photographic lighting of the combustion process. The
windows are I/2 incll(I.27 cm) thick to provide a safety margin for lO00
psia (6.89 x lO5 N/m2) operation. The flat quartz windows are sandwiched
between durabula gaskets for cushioning against ignition shocks and uneven
loading. A silicon "0" ring provides sealing on the window periphery.
Quartz windows are used to provide good propellant compatibility and
well defined optical p_operties.
l'hechamber was designed to provide an inert gas
(GN2) film purge to prevent obscuring the view by propellant spray impingement
21
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VI, A, Experimental Hardware and Test Setup (cont.) .)
on the windows. The _as purge flow is injectedthroughfour inletsinto _
r an annularmanifold. The gas is directedfrom the manifoldthroughan
annulargap and made to flow aroundthe peripheryof the chamberwall.
i The gas passageswere sized such that the GN2 is injectedinto the chamber
{ at 50 ft/sec (15.2m/sec)at 300 psia (2.07x 106 N/m2) chamberpressure
tO minimizemixingwith the propellantspray and combustiongas. Task II
i testingshowed that the cold GN2 purge gas causespoor spray field visi- ;
) bilitydue to the densitygradientcreatedbetweenit and the hot combustion
6
gas. A significantimprovementin visibilitywas made duringTask IV by
eliminatingthe purge gas entirely. All subsequenttests were run without
purge gas.
: Provisionswas made for mountingboth high and low
frequency response pressure transducers and the_ocouples. The nozzles
T
consistof removablecopperinsertsdrilledto providethe desiredoperating
pressures.
b. Injectors
Four differentunlikedoubletinjectors,two triplet
injectors,and three plateletinjectorswere testedduringthe program.
The detailedorificeconfigurationsfor each of these injectorsare shown
in Figure7. All but the SS/OMSplateletinjectorwere designedand fabricated
on this program. TlleSS/OMS injectorwas obtainedfrom the OMS subscaleinjector
developmentprogram(Reference24).
(I) lask Ill Injector
The injectorbodieswere made in a cylindrical
"piston"shape as shown in Figure8 to fit into the chamberpurge ring
located at the forwardend of the chamber. The injectoris held in the
23
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VI, A, Experimental Hardware and Test Setup (cont.)i;
purge ring by allen head screws. A silicon rubber O-ring seals the injec-
tor to the purge ring.
The injector consists of a main body with brazed-
on inlet tubes. The injectors were made of 304 CRES to permit braze
assembly and provide dimensionally stable orifices. Two injecter patterns
: were incorporated in one body as shown in Figure 6 to reduce fabrication
costs. The Task III rounded inlet unlike doublet element design parameters
are included in Figure 5. The orifice L/D's were made long (24/I) with
rounded inlets to provide controlled hydraulics.
The injector orifices were flow tested prior
to the Task III hot fire testing to measure Kw's and to verify impingement
accuracy. The flow data are discussed in Section VI.C.I. Subsequent cold
flow tests were run during Task IV to characterize the rounded inlet
orifice hydraulics. Results of these tests are also discussed in Section
_'_ VI.C.I.
A high frequency response Kistler pressure
transducer mounting port was provided in the long impingement doublet as
shown in Figure 6 to measure impingement point disturbances. This port
was also used to install a high response thermocouple for measuring the
impingement point temperature rise.
(2) Task IV Injectors
The F-O-F triplet element and the self-atomizing
platelet element were selected for test evaluation during Task IV. Two
different triplet injectors were designed to evaluate the influence of
orifice diameter on RSS. The large triplet element has 0.030 inch (.076 cm)
diameter fuel orifices and the small one has 0.020 (.05 cm) inch dia.
26 _"
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VI A Experimental Hardware and Test Setup (cont) !
J
fuel orifices as shown in Figure 9. The orifice design details are shown !
in the schematic of Figure 7. Both elements were EDMmachined into the I
same injector body to reduce fabrication costs. Separate.propellant inlets
were provided.
The orifices were designed with short L/D's I
and sharp edged inlets to simulate typical rocket injector orifice hydraulics, i
The results of a cold flow evaluation of the triplet injectors are discussed !
in Section VI.C.I.
The X-doublet and the splashplate self atomizing
platelet elements shown in Figure lOwere selected for test evaluation. Both
elements were photoetched into the same platelet stack to minimize cost.
The platelet stack was bolted to an injector body provided with a single
set of propellant inlets. Manifolding of the desired element was accomp-
" fished by rotation of the platelet stack. "0" rings were used to seal the
" platelet stack propellant passages to the injector body.
The X-doublet element consists of a parallel
self-atomizing fuel and a parallel self-atomized oxidizer stream placed in
close proximity to one another such that mixing occurs by parallel stream
momentum exchange. Self-atomization is accomplished by self-impingement
• within the platelet stack as shown in Figures I0 and 13. The resultant
atomized stream is ejected perpendicularly from the platelet stack. The
; splash plate element consists of one self-atomized fuel stream impinging on
one self-atomized oxidizer stream. The self-atomization is produced by imping-
ing the propellant stream against a splash plate as shown in Figure lO.
(3) Task Vl Injector
The sharp-edged inlet unlike doublet, the
Space Shuttle/RCS unlike doublet, and the Space Shuttle/OMS platelet
27
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VI, A, Experimental Hardware and Test Setup (cont.)
TLOL elements were selected in Task V for testing in Task VII. The sharp-
edged inlet unlike doublet injectors are shown in Figure II. The orifice
configurations are shown in Figure 7. The L/D's were selected to be about
4/I to represent a typical flight configuration. Two fuel orifice diameters
were selected, a 0.020 in. diameter and a 0.030 in. diameter, to determine
orifice diameter effects. Both elements were EDM'ed into the same injector
body to save fabrication costs.
The Space Shuttle/RCS unlike doublet injector is
shown in Figure 12. The detailed orifice configuration is shown in Figure 7
Two elements were designed and fabricated to test the effect of impingement.
mismatch. One element was made per the design with good centerline impinge-
ment, The second element was made with a 0.003 inch impingement mismatch.
The results of cold flow of these elements are discussed in Section VI.C.I.
F_e Space Shuttle/OMS engine platelet Transverse
L__ikeOn Like (TLOL) injector element is shown in Figure 13. The TLOL ele-
ment is designed to simulate the spray mixing of a conventional like-on-like
injector. The fuel and oxidizer streams are made to impinge on one another
to form sprays which are subsequently impinged. The platelet stack contains
two elements, the core element and the boundary element which differ only in
unlike impingement height. The boundary element has a longer impingement height
and lowor fan cant angle than the core element. Only the core element was
tested on this program.
2. Hot Fire Test Facility, Setup
The test apparatus was setup in the ALRC Research Physics
Laboratory Test Bay 2 as shown in Figure 14. A schematic of the propellant
system used is shown in Figure 15. Propellant (MMH/A-50/N2H4/NTO) is stored
i_ 50-gallon, 3000-psi run vessels. Gaseous nitrogen pressurization of these
3O
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VI, A, ExperimentalHardwareand Test Setup (cont.)
systemswas used to providecontrolledrun conditionsover a wide range
of injectorand chamberpressures.
Propellantconditioningwas providedby installing
in-lineheat exchangersimmediatelyupstreamof the thrust chambervalves.
A hot water circulationtype temperatureconditioningsystenwas used to
provideindependentconditioningof the ox and fuel to temperaturesfrom
ambientto 300°F.
A separatelyregulatedGN2 supplywas used to provide
test chamberback pressureas well as providewindow purge for the chamber
viewportsduringthe Task Ill testing. The window purge was eliminatedearly I
!
in the Task IV testingto improvephotographicquality.
3. Cold Flow Test SetuR
=. The cold flow testswere also conductedin the ALRC
ResearchPhysicsLaboratory. Filtered,de-ionizedwater was used as the
test fluidon most tests. Pressuremeasurementswere made using Heise
pressuregagesand flow ratewas measuredusing a time/volumetechnique,
with run timesof from 60 to 200 seconds. Strobe light photographswere
takenof someof the injectorflow tests to betterevaluatepropellant
streamproperties. Selectedtestswere also made with dyed water and
' freonas the test fluids to evaluatenon-reactivestream impingementcharac-
teristics.
4. Hot Fire Instrumentation
The high frequencyand low frequencyinstrumentation
listedin Tables II and III were used in the locationsshown in the sche-
matic of Figure 16. Low frequencyresponsetest parameterswere recorded
36
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TABLE I I ,
HIGH FREQUENCYRESPONSEINSTRUI.IENTATION i
Instrument
Test Parameter Symbol Make Model Range Accuracy .
Oxidizer tlanifold POJHF Kistler 601 0-3000 psi (P-P) _ 0.5%
Pressure
Fuel Nanifold PFJHF Kistler 601 0-3000 psi (P-P) _0.5%
Pressure
Chamber Pressure PCHF Kislter 601 0-3000 psi (P-P) + 0.5_
Injector Probe TPI C/A 0-I000 °F _ I_
Temperature
' i
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TABLE Ill
LOWFREQUENCYRESPONSEINSTRUMENTATION
Recorder '
Test Parameter _ _ Units "0" Graph Tape Digital
Oxid. Tank Pressure POT 0-1500 Psia X
Fuel Tank Pressure PFT 0-1500 Psia X
Oxid. Injector Pressure POJ 0-1500 Psia X X _
Fuel _njector Pressure PFJ 0-1500 Psia X X _
i:
Chamber Pressure PC 0-I000 Psia X X :
Window Purge Pressure PNZ 0-2000 Psia X X i
Oxid. Flowrate WO 0-0.I Lb/sec X X :
Fuel Flowrate WF 0-0.I Lb/sec X X
Oxid. Flowmeter Temp. TOFM 0-500 °F X X
Fuel Flowmeter Temp. TFFM 0-500 °F X X i
:'_ Oxid. Injector Temp. TOJ 0-500 o_ X
Fuel Injector Temp. TFJ 0-500 °F X
Oxid. Valve Voltage VOV X
Fuel Valve Voltage VFW X
Wind Purge Valve Voltage VWPV X
Camera Voltage VCAM X X
injector Purge Valve VIPV X
Voltage
?
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_i" VI A, Experimental Hardware and Test Setup (cont.)
on a Consolidated Electrodynamic Corporation's direct writing oscillograph.
"L
The high frequency response data were recorded on a Sangamo Model 3564
analog tape recorder.
The propellant flowrates were measured using the injec-
tor cold flow Kw's and the measured injection pressure drops. The pressure
drops were electronically determined from the PoJ, PfJ and Pc transducers.
: Transducer loss and zero offsets were accounted for by pre-test calibra-
tion. The impingement point temperature was measured during Task III and IV
testing using the probes shown in Figure 16.
The test operating point data were digitized and
stored in an on-line HP 2100 A Computer/Real Time process controller for
"quick look" test review.
B. PHOTOGRAPHICEQUIPMENTAND TECHNIQUE
The intent of photographic characterization of injector
element combustion phenomena is to provide an understanding of the physico-
, chemical processes that are operative at engine operating conditions. This
necessitates the ability to "look" through the flame to observe the liquid
propellant streams and resultant sprays to determine relative spray mass
" and mixture ratio distributions by observing the liquid propellant colors.
It was found that the major problem associated with photo- ':
_, graphing combustion flow fields is that the combustion flame light emission
is so intense that it masks the reflected light necessary to see the propel-
lant streams as illustrated in Figure 17. The best technique found for
,, overcoming the intense combustion light is to reduce the film exposure time
such that the film in effect doesn't "see" the flame light and then to
4O
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Vl, B, Photographic Equipment and Technique (cont.)
provide high intensity external lighting for viewing of the propellant
streams. The external lighting must be provided from the back, top, bottom,
and front to obtain a balance between reflected and absorbed light. It was
found that use of back lighting alone will not provide the lighting balance
required to properly interpret the film.
The photographic combustion characterization was accomp- iI shed using the equipment shown in Figure 18. The photographic equipment !
is centered around a Hycam model 41-0004 rotating prism high speed movie
camera. This unique camera has the capability of varying the frame expo-
sure time independent of the film frame rate through a replaceable rotating
shutter. The shutter is mounted to the prism shaft and rotates at the same
speed as the prism. The light exposure at a given frame rate is controlled
by changing the shutter ratio of open time to close time. This is done with
interchangeable shutters. The available shutter ratios are:
7
I/2.5, I/lO, 1/20, 1/50, and I/I00.
The light exposure time is determined by the product of the shutter ratio
and the reciprocal of the frame rate:
1
Exposure time = Shutter ratio x _ (Pictures per sound)
Thus it is possible to obtain exposures of a few microseconds at relatively
, low frame rates. For example, most of the photos taken used a 25 _sec
exposure and a frame rate of only 800 fps. Some film were taken at frame
rates as low as 400 fps. This capability permits four to five tests to be
filmed on one 400 foot roll of film thus saving film costs.
42
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• Vl, B, PhotographicEquipmentand Technique(cont.)
i
DuringTask Ill pictureswere takenover a wide range of
framerates (8000PPS to 400 PPS) and exposures(1.25 usec to 50 usec)to
determinethe best operatingconditions. It was found that the best pic-
tureswere obtainedat 400 picturespet'secondwith the I/lO0 shutter. A
35mmtelephotolensewas used to providemagnificationof the spray field.
The lenseaperaturewas variedfrom f/3.3 to f/5.6.
Lightingof the spray fieldwas initiallyaccomplishedwith
the use of three lO00-wattquartz iodinelamps focusedwith Fresnellensesas
shown in Figure12. One lampwas used to backlightthe spray area with the
secondand third lamps used as top and front lightingto providespray detail
and definition. The lightingwas improveddtringthe Ta_k Tt testingby I!
replacingthe front and top lightswith smaller750 watt lamps and adding !_
anotherlampto lightthe bottomport as shown in Figure17. The smaller !_
lampswere placedwithin one inch of the top and bottomwindowsto minimize
_ the illumination.The net effectwas to improvethe balancebetwee_lthe i_
t
_= frontlightingand the back lighting. Properbalancebetweenthe background,
" sideand front lightingis essentialto good qualityphotos.
The frame rate was increasedto 800 PP_ and the shutter
openedto 1/50 duringTask IV to furtherimprovethe photographicquality.
Also duringTask IV the GN2 purge which had been used during the Task Ill
testingwas eliminatedwhich provideda significantimprovementin film
quality. The GN2 purge createsdensitygradientswithin the flow field
which show up on the film. The effect is as thoughthe fieldwere being
viewedthrougha film of turbulentwater. The photoswere acceptableat
lowerpressures(< 200 psia)where the densitygradientswere not severe _
but were unacceptableat higherpressures(_ 200 psia). The _ensitygradients
were first eliminatedby replacingthe GN2 purge with a GHe purge which had
a densityclose to the combustiongas. However,no purge at all was found ,
Z
to be the best solutionsince that not only avoids the densitygradientproblem
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' VI, B, Photographic Equipment and Technique (cont.) I!
but also permits the windows to heat up thus eliminating llquid condensa-
tion on the window.
Kodak Ecktachrome Type EFB tungsten (3200°K) color film
I!was used. Four hundred foot rolls of the No. 7242 film was selected to pro-
vide adequate viewing time. The film has an ASA 125 rating. _
iL
C. TEST RESULTS !i
A total of 356 hot firings were conducted using the injec- I_
i c:
tor elements and fuels listed in Table I. Cold flow tests were also con- '-
ducted to determine the injector element hydraulic resistances and to charac-
terize non-reactive impingement phenomen_
. I. Cold Flow rest Results r
a. HydraulicCharacteristics
Each of the injectorswere cold flow testedto
determinetheir hydraulicresistanceand to verifyimpingementaccuracy. :• , _
The cold flow tests were conductedin the ResearchPhysicsLaboratory.
Filtered,de-ionizedwater was usedas the test fluidon most tests. Pres- /
sure measurementswere made using Heiss pressuregages and flow ratewas
calculated using a time/volume technique, with run times of from 60 to
J
200 seconds. Strobelight photographswere taken of the elementsto
evaluatepropellantstreamproperties _;
1
The hydraulicreslstaaceswere determinedfor I_
i "
each of the elementsfrom plots of flowrateversuspressuredrop as shown i :
i.?
in Figures19 through24. The resistancevaluesare summarizedin Table IV. _
• 2
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TABLE IV
INJECTORELEMENTCOLD FLOW DATA SUMMARY
; Fuel Or:fice OxidizerOrifice
Injector kW CD kW CD
RoundedInletUnlike Doublet, 0.00169 0,990 0.00215 0.900
Df = 0.020 Nos. l and 2
Small F-O-F Triplet 0.00128 0.772 0.00402 0.838 (Attached)*
Df = 0.020 No. 3 0.00334 0.696 (Detached)
Large F-O-FTriplet 0.00258 0.715 0.00754 0.751 (Attached)*
Df = 0.029 No. 4 0.00633 0.631 (Detached)
XDT PlateletElement 0.00125 0.537 0.00162 0.534 (Detached)**
Df = 0.021 No. lO
SplashplatePlateletElement O.OOllO 0.602 O.OOl41 0.591 (Detached)**
Df = 0.021 No. II
Space Shuttle/RCSUnlike O.OOl81 0.824 0.00351 0.855
Doublet,De = 0.023 No. 7
I
" Space Shuttle/RCSUnlike 0.00177 0.808 0.00363 0.883
Doublet, Offset
Impingement, Df = 0.023 No. 8
_ Small Sharp Edged Unlike 0.00129 0.780 0.00204 0.856 (Attached)*
}> Doublet,Df = 0.020 No. 5 0.00168 0.710 (Detached)
Large Sharp Edged Unlike 0.00326 0.889 0.00418 0.780 (Attached)*
Doublet,Df = 0.030 No. 6 0.00295 0.790 0.00355 0.660 (Detached)
OMS EnginePlateletTLOL, 0.00409 0.630 0.00502 0.673 (Detached)**
Df = 0.028 Core No. 9
* Injectorflowedattachedduring hot fire tests.
** Injectorfloweddetachedduring hot fire tests.
, 52
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< Vl, C, Test Results (cont.)
As noted in Table IV some of the orifices were
found to flow in a detached mode at ambient back pressures. The platelet
elements flow detached by design since their L/D's are less than one. This
allows them to flow detached also at hot f._ conditions and avoids
hydraulic flip.
Some of the triplet and sharp edged unlike
doublets flowed detached due to the low ambient backpressure and short
orifice L/D (_4). These orifices were found to flow attached at the hot
fire test conditions (i.e., high back pressure). The rounded inlet unlike
doublet and the Space Shuttle/RCS element always flowed attached due to
the contoured inlets and long L/D's (24/I and 12/I).
4
The stream quality of the rounded inlet unlike
doublet and the triplet elements are discussed in detail in the interim
,._ Report (Ref. 21). The results showed that the rounded inlet unlikei..
doublet flow remains laminar until the Reynolds Number based on the orifice
length reaches about 300,000 as predicted by the flow model of Reference 25.
The triplet short L/D orifices produce turbulent flow over the whole flow
range. It was also found that droplet shedding from the stream surface
begins at a Weber Number of 3.0 for the triplet streams as compared to
12.0 for the rounded inlet streams. The more turbulent triplet streams
J
were expected to exhibit RSS more readily than the more coherent rounded
inlet unlike doublet streams. However, the final data correlations do not
show a significant difference in RSS characteristics between the two
injectors.
_w
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i Vl, C, Test Results (cont.)
b. Non-Reactive Impingement of the Unlike Doublet
The Space Shuttle/RCS unlike doublet injector
elements were cold flowed to observe the influence of the intentional
0.003 in. impingement offset. As shown in Figure 25 the 0.003 in offset
causes the fan to rotate about 20-30 ° . The mis-impingement was intended
to promote secondary mixing of adjacent propellant spray fans. The mis-
impingement appears to promote RSS since the hot firing movies show large
I
amounts of unmixed oxidizer within the chamber. The rotation of the fan F
L
caused so much unmixed oxidizer to spray on the viewing window that a clear
definition could not be made. It is concluded that misimpingement should I_
be avoided since the resultant spray mixing is impaired.
Spray nonuniformity due to fuel and oxidizer
diameter mismatch was another cold flow phenomenon observed with the
Space Shuttle/RCS unlike doublet elements. Figure 26 shows stroboscopic
- still photos of the SS/RCS element cold flow. The large diameter mis-
match (Df = 0.023 and Do : 0.0312) produces a "banana" shaped spray
distribution which results in two poorly mixed, poorly atomized, oxi-
dizer rich lobes. These oxidizer rich zones are apparent in the hoti
fire movies.
The effect of off-nominal momentum ratio on the
spray distributions is also illustrated in Figure 26. Operation at the
fuel rich off-momentum condition is shown in the second photo. The low
oxidizer momentum and diameter mismatch cause the oxidizer stream to
"umbrella" around the fuel stream resulting in poor mixing. The hot fire
results show that these effects coupled with RSS can result in poor per-
formance, stability, and compatibility, The oxidizer rich off-momentum
condition produces good mixing due to the splash plate effect of the
step in the injector face. The hot fire results confirm the improved
mixing at the oxidizer rich condition. It is suspected that if the
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VI, C, Test Results(cont.) _ _
fuel free streamlengthwere as great as that of the oxidizerstreamthan i
i i
_i equallypoor mixingwould occur.
A selectednumberof cold flow tests were run with
) the roundedinlet unlikedoubletsto film the non-reactiveimpingement "
i processto serveas a baselinein interpretingthe hot firemovies. The -
non-reactivestreamimpingementis shown in the photographof Figure 27.
I This photographis an enlargementof a 16mm high speedmovie film. The t
,_ propellantsimulantsare dyed water (the blue stream)for fuel and freon
."
i (theclear stream)for oxidizer. The momentu_ratio conditionis for best ;
) mixing accordingto the Rupe criteria. (Ref30). The spray uniformity
attainedat the optimumstreammomentumratio conditionis clearlyevident.
The propellant"shoot-through"(i.e.,penetration)phenomenareportedby Rupe i,
is also observedwith lower streammomentumas shown in Figure27. The _;_
_ "mixing"and "penetration"impingementmodes are observedin hot firingand :"
looka great deal like these cold flow photos,exceptfor the propellant
color differences.
2. Hot F_re Test Results
The hot fire tests were conductedin three separategroups
duringTask Ill,Task IV and Task VII. The test resultsare includedin
, AppendixB. AppendixB includesa descriptionof the injectorelement,the
chamberpressure,the injectionvelocitiesand temperatures,the mixture
• ratio and the mode of operation. Includedare variouscorrelationparameters.
, The operationmode is specifiedas "mix","separate"(SEP),"mix/separate"
i (M/S),"mix/penetrate"(M/P),or "undefined".These modes were identified ,
from the high speedmovies as illustratedin Figure28 which shows an example
of each of the modes. These photosare blowupsof 16mm movie film.
y
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VI, C, Test Results (cont.)
The "Mix/Penetrate" model is characterized by a uni-
form spray field with some propellant penetration as evidenced by an oxidizer
rich zone opposite the oxidizer stream in the downstream spray. "Penetration"
occurs at low injection velocity (less than 50 ft/sec), low fuel temperatures
(belew 70°F), and low chamber pressure (less than I00 psia) and is evidenced
by "shoot-through" of the fuel and oxidizer. Penetration has been reported
in earlier cold flow work and was also observed on this program using propel-
lant simulants as well as reactive streams. Penetration is a consequence of
the none-reactive momentum exchange mixing process. "Mixing" is observed
at moderate injection velocities, (50-100 ft/sec) moderate fuel temperatures,
(70-90_F) and moderate chamber pressures (100-200 psia). It is evidenced
. by a highly uniform spray field which looks similar to a non-reactive spray
field. "Mix/Separate" occurs at the onset of RSS. It is evidenced by a
slightly non-uniform spray field. "Separation" is observed at higher
injection (greater than I00 ft/sec), higher fuel temperature (greater than
!_ 90°F), and higher chamber pressures (greater than 200 psia). It is evidenced
by highly non-uniform spray fields in which distinct regions of unmixed fuel
and oxidizer ex'_t. The "Undefined" designation was assigned to tests where:
(I) movie film were not taken, (2) the injector was improperly rotated in
relation to the camera, (3) or the film could not be interpreted due to poor
visibility. The only film that exhibited poor visibility were those taken
of the SS/RCS unlike doublet with the offset impingement where oxidizer
spray on the window obscured the view. The first few tests within the SS/
RCS injector were run with the injector _otated 90° such that the broad side
of the fan was viewed. Operating modes could not be identified for these
tests.
A total of fifty-one hot fire tests were run during
the Task III testing. The chamber pressure was varied from 80 psia to
I000 psia. The fuel injection velocity was varied from 54 ft/sec to 148
ft/sec. The fuel temperature was run at ambient and 200°F to determine its
effect on RSS. Twelve of the fifty-one tests were run with A-50 to determine
fuel effects on RSS. Temperature probing of the impingement point was done
1
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(Vl, C, Test Results (cont.)
with a small diameter temperatu:'eprobe to gain further insight into RSS
mecl.znis'_Is.
The results of the Task III testing showed that RSS
depends on the chamber pressure, the fuel temperature, and the injection
velocity. Increasing any one of these promotes RSS. Each of these effects
were investigated further during the Task IV testing which included testing
with the triplet injector and the XDT and splashplate platelet injectors.
Additional A-50 testing was also included. One hundred thirty hot fire
tests and 10 cold flow tests were run. The results of the cold flow tests
are discussed in Section VI.C.I. The results of the Task IV testing con-
firmed the Task Ill results.
One hundred sixty four hot fire tests were run during
Task VII. The tests included the sharp edged unlike doublet elements, the
%
SS/RCS unlike doublet and the SS/OMS TLOL platelet el_ment. Hydrazine
fuel testing was also included witilthe roundad inlet unlike doublet, the
sharp edged unlike doublets, and the SS/OMS TLOL platele':element.
The test results show that: (I) A-50 and N2H4 fuel
behave like MMH fuel in regards to RSS although combustion of the N2H4
fuel is distinctly different as discussed below; (2) increasing the fuel
• velocity promotes RSS; (3) increasing chamber pressure promotes RSS;
(4) increasing fuel tmperature promotes RSS; and (5) self-atomizing/
spray impingement elements promote RSS.
Correlations developed from this data show that RSS
is controlled by a vaporization controlled interracial reaction which is
correlated by plotting chamber pressure (Pc) versus fuel orifice Reynolds
Number (REF). By plotting the A-50 and N2H4 RSS data on these coordinates
61
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Vl, C, Test Results (cont.)
it was found that both fuels exhibit the same RSS limit as HMH fuel as
sho_n in Figures 29 and 30.
The combustion of the A-50 fuel is seen to be very
silk,liar _o that of the MMH fuel by comparing Figure 26 to Figure 27_
Whereas, _he N2H4 combustion is seen to be distinctly different by comparing
Figore 30 to Figure 28. The _IH and A-50 combustion are characterized by
a zone of yellow combustion at the impingement po;nt followed by droplet
vaporization in a blue spray field. The yello,vcolor is due pri_arily to
the NH2 radical emission caused by decomposition of the fuel. The blue
color in the spray field is due to methyl radical emission as a result of
bipropellant combustion of the fuel vapors. The N2H4 combustion is charac-
terized by both a yellow impingement zone and a yellow spray field. Again
the yellow at the impingement zone due to a breaking down of some of the
fuel resulting in NH2 radical emission. The yellow spray field is due to
monopropellant combustion of the N2H4 droplets which is characteristically
yellow due to IIH2 radical emission. The lack of blue emission is due to
the absence of _ethyl radical in the N2H4 fuel. A!so note the larger
I quantities of unreacted NO2 vapors. The N2H4 fuel burns primarily in a
monopropellant mode leaving only the decomposition products to react with
the NO2 whereas _he methylated fuels burn primarily in a bipropellant
_ mode with excess fuel vapor available for combustion with the NO2.
A significant aspect of the N2H4 combustion not
vis;ble in the phL)toof Figure 30 is the observation of the production of
solid particles within the impingement zone. The solid particles are
evidenced by bright red streaks emanating from the impingement zone.
Also visible in some of the film is the production of reaction inter-
mediates on the injector face due to fuel condensatio_ and reaction with the
NO2 vapor. The reaction is characteristic of the surface re,_ctionsreported
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:_ Vl, C, Test Results (cont.)
earlier by Zung (Ref. 26) an,iLawver (Ref. 27). Observation of the production
of reaction intermediates within the impingement zones of the N2H4 fuel
substantiates the "pop" mechanism proposed during Task I (Ref. 18) and
explains the energetic nature of the _I2H4 fuel as compared to the MMH and
A-50 fuels. It is concluded that two separate and distinct mechanisms
control RSS and pops. "RSS" is controlled by vaporization limited combustion
at the impingement interface whereas "pops" are caused by reaction inter-
mediates formed at the impingement point by surface reactions which sub-
sequently detonate in the spray field. The surface reactions occur with
low vapor pressure fuel or under conditions of high heat loss such as with
large streams (>0.060 in. dia) and/or cold propellants. Design parameters that
affect the reaction rates and resultant intermediate formation, and that would
be used to model the "pop" phenomenon include temperature chamber pressure,
jet diameter, and injection velocity.
The effect of increasing fuei velocity on RSS is
,-.- illustrated in the photo of Figure 31. The tests were run at about 200
psia and ambient fuel temperatures using A-50 fuel. The effect of fuel
velocity is clearly illustrated by the change in mode from penetration
at 50 ft/sec to highly separated at 162 ft/sec. The fuel Reynolds Number
increases from 0.707 x lO4 to 2.54 x lO4.
Also shown in the photos is a thermocouple probe
used to measure the impingement point temperature. The results of the
temperature probing showed that the impingement point temperature increases
:, with increasing chamber pressure and injection velocity which is consistent
with a vaporization controlled mechanism.
i
The effect of increasing chamber pressure on RSS is
illustrated in Figure 32, The upper photo was taken at a chamber pressure
of 97 psia and a fuel velocity of 77 ft/sec with ambient temperature A-50
fuel and is characteristic of the "mix" operating mode. The lower photo
was taken at a chamber pressure of 489 psia and a fuel velocity of I04 ft/
sec with ambient temperature A-50 fuel. An equivalent test condition with
"w
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Vl, C, Test Results(cont.)
the same fuel velocityas the lowerchamberpressurewas not available.
However,the differencein REF (I.13x lO4 @ Pc = 97 and 1.50 x lO4 @
Pc = 489) bet_veenthe two tests is not significantsince an REF of 1.50
x lO4 is well within the "mix" regimeat 97 psia. Therefore,the primary
influenceis thatof chamberpressurewhich is seen to cause a high degree
of separationat the 4S9 psia condition.
The effectof fuel temperatureon RSS is illustrated
in Figure33 which showsseparationinducedby high fuel temperatures. The
upper photo showsa mixing conditionwith ambienttemperatureMMH fuels at
a chamberpressureof 147 psia and a velocityof 84 ft/sec. The lower
pictureshows separationwith MMH fuelat a temperatureof 294°F and a fuel
I
velocityof I05 ft/secat Pc = 144 psia. The higherfuel velocityis not
enough to induceRSS on its own, thereforethe primaryinfluenceis due to
_ a fuel temperatureincrease. As can be seen from Figures31, 32, and 33,
_ the primaryfactorscontrollingRSS are the chamberpressureand the fuel
ReynoldsNumber. Therefore,increasingthe fuel velocity,temperatureor
orificediameterall tend towardincreasedRSS.
The RSS characteristicsof all of the coherent
streamelements(i.e.,roundedinlet unlikedoublet,triplet,sharp-edged
unlikedourblet,and RSS/RCSunlikedoublet)were found to be smallerand
are correlatedwith the same correlationequation. The similarityin
behaviorfrr the small and large tripletsand sharp-edgedunlikedoublets
is shown in Figures34, 35, 36, and 37. The behaviorof the SS/RCSunlike
doubletis illustratedin Figure 38 which shows the elementbehaviorover
its whole Pc-MRoperatingrange. The impingementmode and operatingcondi-
tion is indicatednext to each photo.
The off-mixtureratiomomentumeffectson spray
mixingare seen to be as strongas the RSS effectswith the SS/RCSunlike
doublet. It is clearlyundesirableto operateat extremeoff-MRconditions
68
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Ftgure 34. Reacttve Stream Ihoplngementwtth the Stall F-O-F
Triplet Elemnt
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Figure 35. Reactive Stream Impingementwith the Large F-O-F
Trtplet Element
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F|gure 36. Reacttve Stream Impingement_tth the S_all Sharp
EdgedUnltke Doublet
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Figure 37. Reacttve Stream Impingementwtth the Large SharpEdgedUnllke Doublet
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V[, C, Test Res_sits(cont.) U
'._ithunlike double_ elements due to the strong effec: on spray distribu-
tions. T',etriplet or pentad coherent ele,;.en_sor self-atomizing elements
which _,reless sensitive to RSS and moment_r,;_=_,,ec_s would be better choices
for"in:ect-rs ti:atmust cover wide mixture ratio ranges.
The RSS Characteristics of the XDT, the splashplate
and the SS/O,MS ILOL self-atomizing elements were found Go differ from the
coherent s_ream eleme;_tsin that RSS occurs at lower chamber pressures than
for"the coi_e,-entstream elements. The RSS characteristics of the XDT and I
the splashplate ele..':_entsare illustrated in Figures 39and JO. Increasing i
chm;_.herpressure ar.dfuel Reynolds _umber (REF) promotes RSS. The chamber
pressure is a r,:ucilstronger effect than the fuel velocity (REF) as evi-
denced by the s:::allslope of the correlation line. RSS sets in at such low
chamber pressure levels ('lO0 psia) that these elements generally always
: ope:'atein the separated mode.
_- The SS/ONS TLOL platelet element is an example of
an element that operates in a separated mode over its entire operating
range as illustrated in Figure 41. The operating conditions are indicated
next to each photo. It is evident that this element is insensitive to
engine operating mode. Although, it is always separated, the desired engine
performance is attained by providing element overlap to take advantage of
inter-_ ,entmixing. Excellent performance, compatibility and storabi'ity
, are provided by _his element since the injector spray mass and _, _ture
' ratio distribution remain nearly constant over its whole operating _ahge.
',.
The SS/OMS TLOL element was found to operate much ¢ ,
the same with N2H4 fuel substituted for the MMH fuel as i,lustrated in
'. Figure 42. The spray distributions are nearly identical over a wide
chamber pressure range.
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Vl, TechnicalDiscussion(cont.)
D. RSS MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The approachtaken to developan understandingof the RSS
mechanismswhich led to the vaporizationcontrolledmodel is outlinedin
Figure 3. The processinvolvedliteraturereview,model evaluation,
developmentof high speed color photographytechniques,testingof single
elements,and analytical_odeling. Each of these effortsare discussedin
a chronologicaldevelopment.
An evaluationof existingRSS modelsand developmentof
RSS correlationswas accomplishedduringthe proposaleffortand are reported
in the Task I Data Dump (Ref.18). The resultsshowedthat the existing
modelswere inadequatea_d that the mechanismscontrollingRSS were not
understood. The data correlations,developedusing the Zung (Ref. 17)
N204/N2H4 data, showedthat the controllingdesign _arameterswere chamber
_ pressure,fueltemperatureand fuel orificediameteras illustratedin
Figure43. The data defineda low pressureand a high pressureregime
of RSS. The low pressureRSS is clearlydue to flash vaporizationof the
N204 when it is injectedin a supersaturatedcondition. Low pressureRSS
is of less significanceto the enginedesigr_rthan the high pressure
RSS since it is generallynot encounteredat normalengineoperating
•. pressures.
I
The possiblemodesof hype_golicreactionswere examined
for possibleRSS mechanismssince the cause of high pressureRSS was not
obvious. Possiblemechanismswere postulatedfor the variousregimes
on the basis of this examination. It wa, found that hypergolicreactions
occur primarilyin the gas phase. Liquidphase reactionsare not possible
(Ref.14) due to extremereactivityand immicibilityof these propellants.
However,reactionsdo take place on the fuel surfaceunder certainconditions
-_ (Refs.26 and 27). These surfacereactionslead to incompletelow enthalpy
?
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VI, D, RSS Model Development(cont.) t_
!
I"
combustionwith the generationof solid reactionintermediates.The gas _
phase reactionscan occur in both a bipropellantand a mono-propellant
mode.
High pressureRSS was pestulatedto be a resultof mono-
pror_llantdecompositionof the fuel ahead of impingementdue to hot gas
recirculationheatingas shown in Figure44. It was believedthat the
recirculationgas heats the fuel to the saturationtemperatureas shown in
Figure44, with RSS occurringwhen the saturationtemperatureexceedsthe
fuelvapor decompositiontemperature(_450°F). The monopropellantdecompo- _
sitionmodel predicteddifferentchamberpressurelimit for the Amine fuels i
dependingon their vapor pressureas shown in Figure44. However,the ,_
measuredchamberpressurelimitswere subsequentlyfound to be much lower
and to dependon fuel velocityan_ temperature.
_- AnalysesconductedduringTask I indicatedthat significant
heatingof the bulk fuel streamdoes not occur althoughthe surfacefilm
is rapidlyheatedto the saturationtemperature. The two roundedinlet
unlike injectorelementsshown in Figure7 were designedto map RSS and to
test the high pressureRSS model duringTask Ill. One elementwas designed
with a longerimpingementlengthand, hence,more free streamheatingthan
the other to test the recirculationgas heatingeffecton the monopropellant
decompositionmodel.
'L
The resultsof the Task Ill testingshowedthat the impinge-
ment length (i.e.,recirculationgas heating)had no effecton RSS for the
range of lengthstested. It was also found that the RSS limitsdid not
agreewith those predictedfor MMH and A-50 fuels,therefore,it was con-
c
cludedthat the proposedmodel was not correct. These test resultsalso
showedthat the transitionfrom the mixed mode to theseparatedmode occurs
82 _
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gradually with increasing chamber pressure rather than with an abrupt
change as had been previously supposed. An injection velocity and fuel
temperature effect on high pressure RSS was observed wh$eh was not indi-
cated by ti_e proposal and Task I data cot elations.
Impingement point temperature probing with small diameter
thermocouples and clos_ examination of the movie film led to the develop-
ment of a surface reaction controlled RSS model aimed at explaining the
_elocity effect. It was observed that aerodynamic shedding of liquid drop°
let_ from the fuel jet surface occurs when the fuel velocity exceeds a
certain val_o identified by a critical Weber Number as shown in Figure 45.
Because the impingement point temperature rise was found to increase with
Weber Number (i.e., injection velocity and chamber pressure) it was pestu-
fated that RSS is controlled by a surface r_action. It was reasoned i:lat
increasing the Weber Number would increase the pre-impingement surface area
due to droplet sheeding and hence promote RSS.
The vapor phase reaction model _hown in Figure 46 was
derived in an attempt to explain the observed fuel temperature effect.
It was postulated that the gas phase reactivity could be related to the
vapor phase mixture ratio (MRVP). The MSVP decreases from extremely
oxidizer rich values with ambient temperature fuel to near stoichiometric
values when the fuel is heated. Hence, it as reasoned that increasing
fuel temperature would increase reactivity and promote RSS. The rounded
inlet unlike doublet data were correlated by plotting the fuel Weber
Number versus the MRVP as shown in Figure 47. Although the correlation
showed promise for the rounded inlet unlike doublet it was found to be
unsatisfactory for some of the other elements. A more generally applicable
correlation is provided by the chamber pressure and fuel Reynolds Number.
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Vl, D, RSS Model Development (cont.)
Task IV included testing of the small and large F-O-F
triplet elements and the XDT and splash plate self-atomizing impingement
type of injectors to test the influence of increased interfacial surface
ar_a on RSS. Hot firing confirmed that self-atomizing injector elements
• promote RSS due to increased interfacial surface area. Cold flow experi-
ments were also made shich showed that jet shedding with coherent streams
cF_Id h: correlated with Reynolds Number as well as with Weber Number.
T:-,Sled _e development of the final data correlations during Task V.
I_ vas found that RSS could be correlated for both coherent stream
injectors and self-atomizing injectors by plotting chamber pressure versus
fuel Reynolds Number as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The vaporization con-
trolled RSS model outlined in Figure 48 resulted from the,Task V effort.
Testing during Task VII was done to, (1) verify the
vaporization controlled RS_ model using the sharp edged unlike doublet
_..: flight type ..,j.._.._n_ •and, (2) to characterize the Space Shuttle
OMS engine and RCS engine injector elements over their respective operating
ranges. The results show that RSS with flight type injectors correlate
with the vaaorization model using either MMH or N2H4 fuel indicating the
validity of the RSS model.
; The strong RSS dependence on chamber pressure and fuel
' Reynolds Number can be related to a fuel vaporization rate controlled combustion
- mechanism by making the following assumptions:
:' i
._' ;
I. The combustion gas g.:nerationrate prior to and at the !
impingement interface must exceed some minimum rate for RSS to occur.
i,
_. 2. Combustion gas generation occurs through gas phase reaction
only.
L.
_'" ,p
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Vl, D, RSS ,_lodelDevelopment(cont.) I
3. Combustiongas generationrate is limitedby the fuel
preimpingementvaporizationrate since it is the more difficultpropellantto
vaporize.
The vaporizationrate is relatedto the fuel vapor pressure
_.d vaporizationsurfacearea throughthe mass transferequation(Ref. 28):
Wv = As Kv Pv Equation(3) ;
where:
W = evaporationratev
As = fuel vaporizationsurfacearea
Kw = mass transfercoefficient
P = fuel vapor pressure
: V
The fuel vaporizationsurfacearea includesall fuel vaporizingsurfaces
-- ahead of impingement. This includesthe jet surfaceand dropletsurfacesas
shown in Figure48.
From the mov',ofilmand the Task i analysisit is apparent
that the surfaceof the fuel streamis rapidlyheatedto the saturation
temperaturesuch that the vapor pressureis essent.iallyequal to the chamber
' pressure. Therefore,
Wv As Kv Pc Equation(4)
where:
Pv = Pc, at.thesaturationtemperature
Pc = chamberpressure
The mass transfercoefficient(Kv) is relatedto the NusseltNumber for mass
,. t..ansfer: ,
I
}.
_: Ds R T Kv
:= Num - Equation(5)
:,. 90
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where :
Ds : droplet diameter
R = gas constant
T : average film temperature
(_ = diffusion coefficient
The evaporation constant can be related to the Reynolds Number through the
Ranz and Marshall Nusselt number correlation for evaporation (Ref. 29):
Num = 2.0 + 0.6 ScI13 REFI/2 Equation (6)
where :
Sc = Schmidt Number
REF = Fuel Peynolds Number
;. The evaporatio- constant can be expressed in terms of the Reynolds Number
by combining Equations (5) and (6). The critical fuel vaporization rate
and, hence, chamber pressure at which RSS will occur then becomes a func-
tion primarily of the surface area for evaporization and the Reynolds
Number;
+ W _ As f (REFI/2) D Equation (7)
Vcritical CCritical
As'l REF"I/2 Equation (8)
Pccritical
It is known that the pre-impingement surface area is velocity or Reynolds
Number dependent for coherent streams such as those produced by drilled or
EDM'ed orifices with L/D's greater than about 4/I, Whereas, the pre-
impingement surface area for self-atomizing injectors is only weakly
gl
i , . ++
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dependent on the velocity or Reynolds nu_;ber. Therefore, the critical
chamber pressure for coilerentstreams is expected to be more dependent
on Reynolds number than the self-atomizing injector elements:
Rounded Inlet P ._REF"3/2 Equation (9)
Un|ike Doublets CCritical
where"
As -;REF
Se,f-Atomizing P _ REF-I/2 Equation (I0)
Elements CCritical
where:
As _ f (REF)
This model shows good agreement with the coherent stream
experimental data in that the measured exponent on REF is equal to -3/_. The
exponent on REF is found to be -0.24 rather than -0.5 for the self-
atomizing elements. However, the agreement with the experimental data is
sufficient to conclude that RSS is controlled primarily by fuel vapori-
zation rate controlled combustion.
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I. INTRODUCTION -_
t
The objectiveof thisdocument is to presentinjectorelementdesign ..:
criteriathatw111 aid an injectordesignerin understanding,avoiding,and -;
copingwith hypergulicpropellantsthat result_n ReactiveStreamSeparation "
(RSS)or'reducedmixingof the oxidizerand fuel streams. ,_
The liquidrocketenginecembu;tionprocessis dlscussedat the outset
to establisha frameof re_erencefor the RSS designcriteria. A discussion
of non-reaczivestreamimoingementphenomenais includedto lay the ground
work for"understandingth_ infJuenceof reactivestream phenomenaon the
{
impingementmixing process. This discussionis followedby a description
of reactivestreamphenomena_llustratedwith photographs. Datacorrelations .:
are providedfor coherentstreamand atomizedspray impingementinjector
element configurations which define regimes of reactive stream separation.
Finally,reactiveimpingementdesigncriteriaare presentedwhich enable ,
the designerto predictregimesof RSS for his particulardesignand
: operatingconditions.
The reactive impingement design criteria :pecified herein are applic- }
able to the N204 oxidizer and Amine fuels propellant combinations. The
criteria are limited to elements with fuel orifice diameters of 0.030 inches
or less. Thefollowingdesignand operatingrangesare applicable:
; ChamberPressure : 80 - I000 psia
Fuel Velocity : 25 - 200 ft/sec
, OxidizerVelocity = 25 - 150 ft/sec
Fuel Temperature : 50 - 300°F i:
OxidizerTemperature = 50 - 16a°F
These criteriadeal only with the optimizationof the intra-elementmixing
processes. Other criteriarequiredto achievehigh perfermance,stability,
L
and compatibilityare not included.
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: II. LIQUID ROCKETCOMBUSTIONPROCESS
Liquid propellant rocket engine combustion represents a multi-
faceted problem. It includes the following phenomenological processes as
illustrated in Figure I.
I
° Liquid stream injection
" o Stream impingement and spray formation II;
: ° Propellant atomization !_
; ° Unlike propellant droplet mixing {;;
° Droplet vaporization
° Vapor pha_e mixing _
r
° Chemical reaction
° Combustion gas mixing _
° Nozzle expansion *I'
Engine performance is limited by the combustion and gas dynamic losses
:_. listed in Figure I. The achievement of high performance requires that
these performance losses be held to a minimum. It is generally recognized
that the mixing loss associated with injector generated mixture ratio non-
uniformities is the largest loss the injector designer has to deal with. _
- The mass and mixture ratio uniformity which defines the mixing loss is i,
determined by the injector design and the impingemer_C mixing process as
illustrated in Figure I. Therefore, the goal of any injector design is *
' to produce uniform, stable, reproducible propellant mass and mixture ratio i
distributions. This goal is best achieved through an understanding of the
I
physico-chemical mechanisms controlling the mixing process.
%'
,
The injector promotes mixing through intra-element (within the _
element) and inter-element (element-to-element)mixing. Understanding the
,. intra-element mixing process is key to injector design since pattern _
layout requires that the element distributions be known so that inter-
element mixing can be optimized. Propellant distribution uniformity is ',L
C_
2 _
o
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iI, LiquidRocketCombustionProcess(cont.)
achievedprimarilythroughintra-elementand inter-elementliquid/droplet
momentumexchangeprocessessince downstreamgas phase mixing is too slow
to achievethe requiredmixing. Since impingementpoint spray mixingi
controlsthe spraymass and mixtureratio distributions,any injectionor
combustionprocessthat inhibitsor modifiesthe intra-elementspray
mixing processwill impactperformance,gas side h_at transferresponse
and stability. R_eactiveStream Separation(RSS) is a combustionrelated
phenomenathat exhibitsthis influence. However,thereare also non-
reactiverelatedphenomenasuch as "hydraulicflip",momentumimbalance,
ane diametermismatchthat can impactthe spray distributionswhich also
need to be considered. Thus, high performanceinjectordesign criteria
must includeboth reactive(hot fire)and non-reactive(coldflow) impinge-
ment phenomenaeffectsupon the intra-elementmixing process.
Intra-elementmixing is generallyachievedby momentumexchange
_ throughimpingementof coherentstreamsor atomizedsprays. Coherent
streamsare producedby drilledor electricaldischargemachined (EDM)
orifices. Atomizedpropellantspraysare producedby like impingement
of coherentstreamsor by self-atomizationusing splashplatesor
; plateletinjectorelement_. Plateletinjectorsare fabricatedby bonding
togethera stack of thinmetal sheetswhich have etched flow passages.
The Space Shuttle/RCS(SS/RCS)Engine injectorshown in Figure2 is an example
of a coherentstreamimpingementinjectorelement. Whereasthe Space
Shuttle/OMS(SS/OMS)Engineinjectorshown in Figure3 is an exampleof the
r
atomizedspray impingementtype of injector. Non-reactiveand reactive
impingementprocessesare discussedfor both class of injectors.
?
4
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III. NON-REACTIVESTREAMIMPINGEMEI'_TPHENOIIENA
4 Non-reactive stream impingement phenomena which can effect spray
: distribution with coherent stream impingement include, "hydraulic flip",
momentum imbalance, diameter mismatch and stream quality. ThL impinge-
ment pheno _ena observed with sprays depends on the method used to produce
the sprays. For example, sprays produced by self-impingement of coherent
jets are susceptible to the same processes as the coherent streams.
Whereas, sprays produced by impingement with surfaces generally are not
: subject to "hydraulic flip" since these streams generally are made to
flow detached. These non-reactive phenomena are discussed in detail for
each class of injector below.
A. COHERENTSTREAMIMPINGEMENT
The preponderance of operational hypergolic propellant engines
use coherent stream impingement to produce intra-element mixing. Rupe and
_=_ his co-workers (Ref. I, 2 and 3) were the First to recognize the
importance of intra-element mixing upon injector performance. They expended
considerable effort to develop empirical spray mass and mixture ratio
distribution correlations based on cold flow data for engine design appli-
cation. Rupe recognized early in these investigations that hydraulic
stability is essential to efficient mixing. Rupe's work is the most
definitive and widely used non-reactive injector design criteria.
The non-reactive coherent stream impingement mixing process is
illustrated in the photographs of Figure 4. These photographs are enlarge-
ments of single frames taken from 16 mmhigh speed movie film. The injec-
tor is a rounded inlet unlike doublet used on the N204/Amine Fuels Program
(NAS 9-14186). The propellant simulants are dyed water (the blue stream)
for fuel ard freon (the clear stream) for oxidizer. Rupe's mixing uni-
formity criteria is equal to 1.0 for optimum mixing. The spray uniformity
7
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III, A, Coherent Stream Impingement (cont.)
_ attained at the optimum stream momentum ratio condition, in the absence
_i. of combustion, is clearly evident in the upper photograph. The propel-
!
, lant "shoot-through" (i.e., penetration) phenomena reported by Rupe is
also observed with lower stream momentums as shown in the lower photo-
_ . graph of Figure 4.
t,
.,
Non-reactive phenomena which can alter this spray uniformity
are:
1 Fuel/Oxidizer Diameter Mismatchi "
2. Fuel/Oxidizer Momentum Imbalance
3. Stream Instability
4. Stream Quality
,_ 5. Impingement Misaligm_ent
_ Each of these phenomena must be considered in designing coherent streamf
_ injectors.
I. Fuel/Oxidizer Diameter Mismatch
Rupe placed most of his emphasis upon investigating the
_; unlike doublet element to chracterize element mixing efficiencies. He
found that equal fuel and oxidizer injection momentums and equal orifice
%
diameters are required to maximize unlike doublet mixing efficiencies.
However, the only commonly u._edpropellant combination which satisfies
both criteria is N204/N2H4. In most cases, the oxidizer injection momentum
exceeds that of the fuel causing the oxidizer orifice diameter to be
larger than that of the fuel. A slight diameter mismatch results in under
penetration of the fuel jet into the higher momentum oxidizer stream
causing reduced mixing efficiencies. Large diameter mismatches result in
skewed spray distributions as illustrated in Figure 5.
9
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¢
Figure5a displaysthe resultsof an experimentallymeasured
spray distributionobtainedwith unequaldiametercircularunlikedoublet
orificesusing non-reactivepropellantsimulants. The largeorifice
diametermismatchproducesa "banana"shapedspray distributionwhich :
; resultsin two poorlyatomized,poorlymixed,oxidizerrich lobes
emanatingfrom the misimpingementcross sectioncaused by the diameter
' mismatch. The diametermismatchphenomenais furtherillustratedin Figure
5b. This stroboscopicstill photowas taken of cold fl_w testsof a
singleelementinjectorwhich simulatesthe Space Shuttle/RCSengineunlike
doublet. The propellantsimulantsare water for fuel and oxidizer.
;
t.
, _ The problemof diametermismatchcan be alleviatedeither
throughthe use of EDM'edrectangularorifices(Ref. 4) or throughthe use
o_ multipleorificeimpingementelementssuch as the tripletor pentad.
_ EDM'ed unlikedoubletswith rectangularcross sectioncan be selectedwith
_.
. equal elementwidths to eliminatejet diametermismatcheffectsnormally
associatedwith circularorificeinjectors. This non-circularorifice
capabilitypermitsa greaterdegreeof freedomin designingimpingingcoherent
c streaminjectors. It is especiallybeneficialfor those propellantcombina-
tionswhich normallyoperateat oxidizerto fuel mixtureratios,momentum
ratios,and orificearea ratiosbetweenl.O to 2.0. This includesthe
importantstorablepropellantcombinationsof N204/MMHand N204/A-50used
:_ on many currentengines.
2. Fuel/OxidizerMomentumImbalance
t
i Rupe performedextensivestudiesto definethe influence
._ of streammomentumon the spray distributionuniformity. Tn_ resultsare
shown in Figure 6for severalunlikedoubletelements. The spray u,,i-
_ formitydrops off as the momentumbalancemoves to either side of the
optimumvalue.
II
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III,A, CoherentStream Impingement(cont.)
On the basis of these data, Rupe developeda spray mixing
uniformitycriteriafor unlike impingingdoubletpropellantstreams. The
_. mixing uniformitycriteria(Ref.2) states that optimumspray mixingoccurs
when the productof the ratiosof the velocityheads and streamdiameters
._ is equal to unity:
"_ Pox Vox2 Dox/PfVf2 Df = l.O Equation(1)
, Similarmixingcorrelationswere developedby Elverumand Morey (Ref. 3)
for other typesof impinginginjectorelementsusing Rupe'scold flow
,. measurementtechniques. These correlationsare summarizedin Table I for
unlikejet impingementelements.
Operationat an oxidizerrichoff-momentumconditionsis
illustratedin Figure7 for the SS/RCS unlikedoubletelement. The resultant
_ spraymomentumangle is drasticallychangedin additionto modifyingthe intra-
elementmixing. Changesin spray momentumangle can seriouslyimpactchamber
gas-sideheat transferresponseand combustionstability. The sensitivityof
spray momentumangle to momentumbalancecan be alleviatedthroughthe use of
multipleimpingementelementssuch as the tripletor pentad.
The fuel rich off-momentumconditionis also illustrated
in FigureI for the SS/RCSunlikedoublet. The low oxidizermomentumand
diametermismatchcause the oxidizerstreamto "umbrella"around the fuel
stream resultingin poor mixing. These effectscoupledwith RSS can result
in undesirableperformance,stability,and compatibilityvariabilityover
, the engineoperatingrange.
I
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" NON-REACTIVESFRAY MIXING CRITLgIA FOR HYDRAULICALLY
STABLE UNLIKE IMP!NGI,%. JETS
-,°
MIXING OPTIMIZATION
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,iko,
r JeI O_ _'ueI
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Correlations ....
_" from Ref. (3) _f = Fuel Flowrate _lb/sec)
': _ox : Oxidizer Flowrate (]b/sec)
:: of : Fuel Density (Ib/ft3)
",, _ox : Oxidizer Density (Ib/f_3)Af Fuel Orifice area in._) 2
Oxidizer Orifice Area (in.)i "Aoxi4
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III, ,I,Coherent Stream Im'pingement(cont.)
3. Stream Stability
Rupe stresses the importance of stream stability throughout
his work. Stream stability is controlled primarily by the orifice
geometry. The orifice configurations that are most commonly used in rocket
injectors are illustrated in Figure 8. The features of each are as follows:
. (a) represents the conventional sharp edged orifice, (b) is a rounded or
contour approach orifice, (c) is a higher L/D, square-edged orifice, which
produced a cylindrical jet as in (a) and (b), while (d) is that same
orifice where the jet has reattached to the orifice wall, and (e) is the
same as (d) but with a longer L/D.
For the sharp-edged orifice flow conditions of (a) and
(c) the discharge coefficient Cd lies between 0.6 and 0.7. In (d), the
. flow reattaches to the wall allowing the orifice to flow "full" The
.:-- result is agitated and divergent flow at the exit (bush or broomy flow),
and the discharge coefficient rises to between 0.8 and 0.85. The bushy
flow disappears as the orifice length is increased as in (e). A still
higher Cd (_ 0.97) is achieved with (b) when the contour is not too abrupt
and L/D is small (0.25 to 0.5). For the best designs Cd = 0.99, while
with poor curvature and high manifold cross velocities the discharge coeffi-
._ cient may be as low as 0.90.
_,_ Early rocket injector designs were dominated by the con-
figuration exemplified by (c) and (d) and hence are characterized by the
flow properties just described. The transition between flow condition (c)
and (d) is known as "hydraulic flip" and is sensitive to chamber pres-
sure, orifice length/diameter ratio, orifice entrance configuration, and the
_,. fluid properties. The "hydraulic flip" is accompanied by a change in pres-
sure drop as illustrated in Figure 9 an_ a change in stream quality from
16
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lil, A, Coherent Stream Impingement (cont.)
coherent to bushy streams which impacts the spray mixing. Reference 5
describes the phenomenon of hydraulic flip in detail which occurs due to
abrupt transitions between attached and detached flow in sharp edge orifices
caused by either fluid cavitation or insufficient L/D. Stable, predictable
orifice discharge coefficients free of hydraulic flip are necessary not only
to obtain predictable orifice pressure drop and desired injection momentum
ratios, but also to obtain maximum cold flow mixing efficiency.
Contoured inlet orifices provide the most stable and
optimum injection mass distribution, however, the orifice inlets are fre-
quently inaccessible for contouring and the designer has little or no
choice other than to use sharp edge inlet orifices. Although orifice L/D
ratios :_2:1 usually flow attached for most applications, jet directional
flow control is often poor. Combinations of high manifold cross velocity,
low orifice static pressure drop and nonperpendicular orifice orientation
to the manifold backside surface cause angular deviations between the
injected stream and orifice axis unless the sharp edge orifice L/D _ 4:1.
Unless unlike jet impingement occurs right at the surface of the injector
face, directional flow control is an important consideration for assuring
desired impingement characteristics. Directional flow control becomes
increasingly critical for coherent jets as the distance from the orifice
exit to the unlike impingement point increases.
With the advent of EDM, most modern injector designs are
exemplified by configuration (e) which generally provide stable well
defined streams.
19
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[
; 4. Stream Quality
i A stream's quality is defined by its ,,e]ocityprofile and
• [ degree of pre-atomization. A high quality stream is one having a nearly
uniform velocity profile and a coherent non-bushy appearance. Rupe's
work (Refs. l and 2) shows that the intra-element mixing efficiency and
reproducibility are highly dependent on stream quality. The stream velocity
profile is determined primarily by the orifice configuration (Ref. 4) whereas
bushiness or preatomization is influenced by both the orifice configuration
and the fluid velocity.
The contoured inlet orifices and long L/D (_ 100) orificesf
- such as those used by Rupe produce nearly flat velocity profiles and are
required for maximum intra-element mixing efficiency. The velocity profile
_ reflects the fraction of the fluid contained within the velocity
-_ boundary layer relative to the potential flow core. For contoured ori-
"_ ' lice inlets and/or long L/D orifices such as those used by Rupe, the mass
• in the boundary layer is very small and jet shedding is minimized. Likewise
: short L/D sharp edge orifices which flew detached from the vena contracta
_ to the exit likewise have low mass in the velocity boundary layer and
exhibit minimal shedding. A more detailed description of inlet contraction
coefficient effects, Reynolds number and L/D effects upon exit velocity
profile, static pressure recovery efficiency and element discharge
coefficient is given in Reference 5.
" The mechamism of droplet shedding from the jet surface
• _ prior to impingement is shown schematically in Figure lO This pre-
_
, impingement shedding is caused by shear forces induced within the jet
-":. boundary layer. The onset of pre-impingement aerodynamic atomization is
: modeled through the Weber Number Which is a function of the injection
% I
20
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Ill, A, Coherent Stream Impingement (cont.)
velocity, chamber pressure, and fuel surface tension. The Weber Number
is the ratio of aerodynamic shear forces to surface tension forces as
defined in Equation (2):
_* WEF = [Og Vf2 Df]/_f Equation (2)
Thus the Weber Number(_!EF)is a function of the proppllant, through the sur-
.
_ face tension (_f), the chamber pressure through the gas density term (pg),
_ and the injection process through the stream diameter (Df) and the injection
velocity (Vf).
A critical Weber Number exists above which the aerodynamic
forces exceed the surface tension force resulting in stream shedding and
atomization. Therefore, the interfacial surface area of streams operating
above the critical Weber Number are greater than that of streams operating
= below the critical Weber Number. The increase in pre-impingement atomiza-
L
}==. tion promotes Reactive Stream Separation because RSS is vaporization con-
_',: trolled and vaporization rate increases as the stream surface area to volume
ratio increases. This surface area increase will also affect the momentum
exchange process.
5. Impingement Misali_nment
Impingement misalignment can cause gross changes in the
intra-element mi×ing as reported by Rupe and co-workers. In addition to the
changes in intra-element mixing, inter-element mixing is impacted due to
rotation of the spray about the spray axis. An example of the impact of
impingement misalignment on the resultant spray is illustrated in :igure II.
This is a stroboscopic photo of the resultant spray from a simulated __/RCS
unlike doublet which was intentionally misaligned by offsetting the orifices
by 0.003 inches. The _esultant fan rotation and spray nonuniformity are
evident, indicating that impingement misalignment should be avoided.
!
; 22
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SIDE VIEW
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Figure11. ImpingementMlsalignmentCausesFan Rotation
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III, A, Coherent Stream Impingement (cont.)
' 6. LigamentShedding ,
Periodic ligament formation and shedding is another cold
flow phenomenawhich also shows up in hot fire testing. The process of
ligament formation and shedding is as follows. The ligaments begin to form
downstream of the propellant impingement point where the liquid stream
. begins to spread into a th_n sheet. As these ligaments become increasingly
large, surface tension forces are overcome causing the ligament to break off
and form droplets. Aerodynamicand intertialforcescontributeto this
_ atomizationprocessand furtherthe breakdownof the ligamentsinto fine
droplets.
d
The periodicligamentsheddingis clearlyvisiblein still
photographsand in the hot fire movies. They appear as semi-circularwaves
emittingfrom the impingementpoint when viewedas shown in Figure12. The
_. same ligamentsheddingfrequenciesare observedin hot fire testingas in
_ cold flow indicatingthat they are a consequenceof the non-reactiveatomi-
zationprocess. The atomizationfrequencyis generallyproportionalto the
injectionvelocity. The atomizationrate is an importantfactor in deter-
_ mining the first longitudinalstability.
B. ATOMIZEbSPRAY IMPINGEMENT
_ Spray impingementto produceintra-elementmixing is accomplished t_
by impingementof unlikeatomizedspray fans producedby like impingement '
of coherentstreams,by solid wall impingement(splashplate elements)or by
internallyimpingedstreamswith plateletinjectors. Prior to the develop-F
!: ment of the plateletconceptthe most commonlyused atomizedspray impinge-
ment elementwas the like-on-likeelementwhose fuel and oxidizerspray (
fans are radiallyalignedand cantedtowardeach other. i
24
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\
Injector= SpaceShuttle/RCSUnlikeDoublet
PropellantSimulants= Water
APo- 21 psi
APf- 32 psi
Do " 0.031in.
Df = 0.023in.
Figure 12. AtomizationProcessProducesPeriodicLigamentShedding
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Ill,B, AtomizedSpray Impingement(cont.)
• A multitudeof atomizedspray impingementplateletelements
have been designedand testedat ALRC in recentyears. These elementsoffer
certainadvantagesin terms of improvedproducibility.Functionally,their
, spray characteristicsare similarto any other impingingspray injector.
They produceconsistentspray characteristics,predictableatomization
efficiency,and consistentmixingcharacteristics.
: The non-reactiveimpinger.lentmixing characteristicsof the
atomizedspray impingementelenlentsare much the same as the coherent
streamelements. Stableorificeflow must be providedto obtain optimum
mixing and the Rupemixingcriteriaappearsto be applicable.
d
Spray impingementelementsoffer two major advantagesover the
coherentstreamimpingementtypeof elements: (1) alignmentbetweenthe
oxidizerand fuel orificesis not as criticalas with coherentstreamssince
_=:. wide spray fansare impingedcomparedto narrowstreams;and (2) the
_, spray resultantmomentumangle is not as sensitiveto momentumimbalance
as with coherentstreamimpingement.
The principledisadvantagesto the spray impingementelement
: is that the pre-atomizationenhancesRSS. Anotherdisadvantageis they are
inherentlymore difficultto fabricatebecauseof increasednumberof
orificesand compoundinjectionangles• However,this factorcan be bene-
ficialfor enginesthatmust operateover wide Pc/MR rangessince it
.. permitsoperationwithin the separatedRSS regimeover the engineentire
operatingrange. Elementoverlapis used to avoid performancelossesdue
to RSS.
26
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IV. REACTIVESTREAM IMPINGEMENTPHENOMENA
Reactivestreamimpingementcan resultin ReactiveS_treamSeparation
(RSS)which inhibitsintra-elementmomentummixing. RSS is a consequenc_
of vigorousreactionwithin the impingementinterfacewhich produces
combustiongases i_ _ufficientquantitiesto inhibitliquidstream
momentumexchange. The effectof RSS on spraymixing is illustratedin
the photographsof Figure13. Fourmodes of reactivestream impingement
are identified. The first photo in the sequenceillustratesthe "mix/
penetrate"mode which is also observedwith non-reactiveimpingement. The
"mix/penetrate"mode is characterizedby a uniformspray fieldwith some
propellantpenetrationas evidencedby an oxidizerrich zone oppositethe
oxidizerstream in the downstreamspray. "Penetration"occursat low
!
injectionvelocity,(lessthan 50 Ft/sec)low fuel temperatures,(below I
70°F) and low chamberpressure (lessthan lO0 psia) and is evidencedby
"shot-through"of the fuel and oxidizer. Penetrationhas been reportedin I
. earliercold flowwork and was also observedon this programusingpropellant
_, simulantsas well as reactivestreams. Penetrationis a consequenceof the
- I
non-reactivemomentumexchangemixingprocess. !
The secondphoto shows the conditionof uniformmixingwithoutevidence I
,_ of RSS. "Mixing"is observedat moderateinjectionvelocities,(50-I00ft/sec) I_
moderatefuel temperatures,(70-gO°F)and moderatechamberpressures(I00-200psia).
It is evidencedby a highlyuniformspray fieldwhich looks similarto a non-
reactivespray field. The thirdphoto illustratesthe "Mix/Separate"mode
which occursat the onset of RSS. It is evidencedby a slightlynon-uniform
spray field. The fourthphoto shows a conditionof highlyseparatedstreams _<
(RSS). "Separation"is observedat higher injectionvelocities(greaterthan I_
lO0 ft/sec),higherfuel temperature,and higherchamberpressures(greater II:than 200 psia). It is evidencedby highlynon-uniformspray fields in which
distinctregionsof unmixedfuel and oxidizerexist. !:
27
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IV, Reactive Stre._:_lImpingement Phenomena(cont.)
The phenomenaof RSS is associatedwith a vaporizationcontrolled
.? reactionthat is controlledby the chamberpressure,fuel injection',elocity, I
interfacialsurfacearea, and fuel temperature. The degree of RSS increases
_. as these parametersare increased. RSS has been characterizedfor a wide
_ range of amine fu_Is and a wide range of injectorsas li_tedin Table II.
i. The RSS characteristicsof all of the coherentstreamelements (i.e.,
round_ inletunlikedoublet,triplet sharp-edgedunlikedoublet and Space
Shuttle/RCSunlikedoublet)were found to be s_lar and are correlatedwith
the same correlationequation. The similarityin b_baviorfor the triplet
and sharp-edgedunlikedoubletis shown in Figures14 and 15. The behavior
of the Space Shuttle/RCSunlikedoubletis illustratedin Figure 16 which
shows the elementbehaviorover its whole Pc-MR operatingrange. The
impingementmode and operatingconditionis indicatednext to each photo.
}.=L The off-mixtureratio momentumeffectson spraymixing are seen to
be as strongas the RSS effectswith the SS/RCSunlikedoublet. It is
clearlyundesirableto operateat extremeoff-MRconditionswith unlike
doubletelementsdue to the _trongeffecton spray distributions.The
tripletor pentadcoherentelementsor atomizedspray elementswhich are
less sensitiveto momentumeffectswould be betterchnicesfor injectors
that must coverwide mixtureratio ranges.
The RSS characteristicsof the XDT, the splashplate,and the Space
Shuttle/OMSTLOL self-atomizingelementswere found to differ from the
coherentstreamelements in that RSS occursat lower chamberpressuresthan
for the coherentstreamelements. The RSS characteristicsof the XDT
and the splasholateelementsare illustratedin Figures17 and 18. Increasing
chamberpressureand fuel ReynoldsNumber (REF)promotesRSS. The chamber
pressureis a much strongereffect than the fuel velocity(REF)as evidenced
29
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Figure15 ReactiveStream Impingementwith the Sharp Eaged UnlikeDoublet
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IV, Reactive Stream Impingement Phenomena (cont.)
by the small slope of the correlation line. RSS sets in at such low chamber
pressure levels (_I00 psia) that these elements generally always operate in
the separated mode.
The Space Shuttle/OMS TLOL platelet element is an example of an
element that operates in a separated mode over its entire operating range
as illustrated in Figure 19. The operating conditions are indicated next
to each photo. It is evident that this element is insensitive to engine_
operating mode. Although, it is always separated, the desired engine pe}'for-
mance is attained by providing element overlap to take advantage of inter-
element mixing. Excellent performance, compatibility and stability are
provided by this element since the injector spray mass and mixture ratio
distribution remain nearly constant over its whole operating range.
36
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V. REACTIVESTREAMIMPINGEMENTDATACORRELATIONS
RSS has been found to correlatebest with the chamberpressureand
the fuelorificeReynoldsNumber. Figure20 shows the correlationfor coherent
stream injectorswhile Figure21 shows the atomizedspray impingementinjector
correlations. The coherent stream injectors are correlated with the equation;
Pc = 4.4 x 108 (REF)-I'5 Equation (3)
where:
REF = Fuel OrificeReynoldsNumber.
Mixing occurs at chamber pressures less than that specified by Equation (3)
and separation occurs at greater chamber pressures. Regimes of RSSwith
the atomized spray impingement platelet types of injectors are correlated by:
Pc = 1272 (REF)-0"24 (XDTand splashplate) Equation(4)
_, Pc : 839 (REF)-0"24 (TLOL). Equation (5)
Again mixing occurs at chamber pressures below this value and separation
occurs at pressuresgreaterthan this.
!
1
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VI. REACTIVESTREAM DESIGNCRITERIA
The intentof the design criteriaset forth herein is to aid the
injectordesignerin copingwith the adverseeffectsof RSS on engine
performance,stability,and compatibility.Since these effectsmanifest
themselvesthroughmodificationsto the intra-and inter-elementmixing,
only thosefactorsinfluencingthe mixing processesare dealtwith. It
is presumedthat other factorsinfl_mncingperformance,stabilityand com-
patibilityhave been considered. These other factorsincludebut are
not limitedto; identificationof elementsize and quantityto providethe
requiredvaporizationefficiency;patternorientationrequirementsfor inter-
elementmixing and compatibility;chug stabilitypressuredrop requirements.
A prerequisite for designing high performance elements is to provide
" for hydraulicallystablestreamsor sprays. Therefore,non-reactiveim-
pingementcriteriaare included.
_.< A. NON-REACTIVEIMPINGEMENTELEMENTDESIGNCRITERIA
Criteria 1 Orifice discharge coetficients should be predictable
and should not undergo hydraulic flip.
Solution
o Design sharp edged orificeswith L/D < l to ensure
• detachedflow.
° Design sharp edged orificeswith L/D > 4 to
ensure attachedflow.
* Contourorificeinlet
Criteria2 Stream directionalcontrolshouldbe predictable.
41
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Vl, A, Non-Reactive Impingement Element Design Criteria (cont.)
Solution
- ° Design orifice L/D > 4 with contoured inlet. I
° Design manifold cross velocity for less than I/4 I!
orifice velocity.
Criteria 3 Stream impingement should be accurately aligned, l-
Solution Ii
° Electrical Discharge Machine (EDM) orifices.
,. Criteria 4 Unlike orifice diameter or spray mismatch _hould be i I
minimized. _
|-,
: Sol ut i on
o Select element types that minimize unlike orifice ':
-_ diamet'ers (see Table I). :
o Select non-circular orifices.
° Design for equal spray fan width. '
e
Criteria 5 Momentum ratios should be selected for optimum mixing.
:
l
Solution
o Use mixing criteria listed in Table I for the I:
.,, particular element of interest. I*!
I
:m
t
!
1
1
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Vl, REactiveStreamDesignCriteria(cont.)
B. REACTIVEIMPINGEMENTELEMENTDESIGNCRITERIA
Criteria 1 RSSshould be avoided to maximize performance.
Solution
o Select element size and velocity that will permit I
operation within the mix regimes defined by
t,
Equatior._(jj _nd (4)and (5). i-
I
I:
Criteria 2 o Transitions from mixed to separated cond;tions within I:
the engine operating envelope should be avoided _
• i'
i t
Solution
. o _elect elementsthat will remain withl- either the
mixed or separated regime._ defined by Equati)ns (3)
and (4)and (5). _,
_'-.
Criteria 3 o Changes in resultant axial momentumanglm within the
engine operating envelope should be avoided.
Solution
o Selecte!ementsthat are insensitiveto mmnentum
imbalance(triplets,pentads,like-on-like).
Crite-ia4 o Inter-elementmixing shouldbe maximized.
Solution
o Orientelementswithin the patternto providesoray
overlaptakinginto accountthe effectof RSS on
'.. intra-elementmixing.
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_ TABLE B-II
,.i SUMMARYOr INJECTORELEMENTTEST RESULTS
List of Symbols
Descriptionof Headingsfor Table B-II
Df, Do Fuel and oxidizerorificediameter,in.
DELTI Impingementpoint temperaturerise, °F
Imp.Angle PropellantStream Impingementangle, °
i
; L/D Orificelengthto diameterratio I|i
MF/MO Fuel to oxidizer::omentumratio
MR x d z rto fuelmixtureratio
MRVP Vapor phase mixtureratio I!
I.Pc Chamberpressure,psia
PPF, PPO Fuel and oxidizerpartialpressures,psia
REACT Reactivity,Ref x XP
" REF,REO Fuel and oxidizerorificeReynoldsNumber
based on dia
RELF,RELO Fuel and oxidizerorificeReynoldsNo.,
based on length
__- RESID Propellantstreamcontacttime, sec.
TF Fuel temperature,°F
TO Oxidizertemperature,°F
VAVG Averageof fuel and oxidizerinjectionvelocity, i
ft/sec
VF, VO Fuel and oxidizerinjectionvelocity,ft/sec ,
i
WEF, WEO Fuel and oxidizerWeber No.
' XF, XO Fuel and oxidizermole fraction
XP Productof fuel and oxidizermole fraction** I/2 t
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